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Abstract: The current design of hydro-viscous clutch(HVC) in tracked vehicle fan transmission mainly focuses on high-speed and high 
power. However, the fluid torque under the influence of fluid temperature can not be predicted accurately by conventional mathematical 
model or experimental research. In order to validate the fluid torque of HVC by taking the viscosity-temperature characteristic of fluid 
into account, the test rig is designed. The outlet oil temperature is measured and fitted with different rotation speed, oil film thickness, 
oil flow rate, and inlet oil temperature. Meanwhile, the film torque can be obtained. Based on Navier-Stokes equations and the 
continuity equation, the mathematical model of fluid torque is proposed in cylindrical coordinate. Iterative method is employed to solve 
the equations. The radial and tangential speed distribution, radial pressure distribution and theoretical flow rate are determined and 
analyzed. The models of equivalent radius and fluid torque of friction pairs are introduced. The experimental and theoretical results 
indicate that tangential speed distribution is mainly determined by the relative rotating speed between the friction plate and the separator 
disc. However, the radial speed distribution and pressure distribution are dominated by pressure difference at the lower rotating speed. 
The oil film fills the clearance and the film torque increases with increasing rotating speed. However, when the speed reaches a certain 
value, the centrifugal force will play an important role on the fluid distribution. The pressure is negative at the outer radius when inlet 
flow rate is less than theoretical flow, so the film starts to shrink which decreases the film torque sharply. The theoretical fluid torque has 
good agreement with the experimental data. This research proposes a new fluid torque mathematical model which may predict the film 
torque under the influence of temperature more accurately. 
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1  Introduction  

 
In order to keep the power transmission system of 

tracked vehicles in suitable condition, 12 to 14 percent of 
engine power will be consumed by fans, which reduce the 
output power greatly[1]. The hydro-viscous clutch(HVC) is 
a new kind of fan transmission which can realize step-less 
speed regulating and play an important role in energy- 
saving[2]. 

The HVC, also called the Omega clutch, consists of a 
series of separator discs and friction plates, input axis, 
output axis and viscous fluid. The friction-lining materials 
are bonded to the core disks of friction plates[3]. Usually, 
the input rotation speed of HVC is constant. The torque 
will be generated by the relative rotation between the 
friction plates and the separator discs. Meanwhile, the 
output speed is changed by changing the thickness of oil 
film through a clutch piston which is acted on by control oil. 
There are three stages of speed regulation. The first stage is 
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fluid transmission caused by shear stress. The second stage 
is mixed lubrication, where the surface asperities come into 
contact as the fluid film thickness is decreasing. The third 
stage is boundary lubrication when the two surfaces come 
into contact until the relative velocity becomes zero[4–5]. 

At present, the fluid torque by shear stress is still 
calculated based on Newton’s law of viscosity with 
assumptions of full film and laminar flow between friction 
plates and separator discs. The flow between two rotating 
plates has been extensively studied both by theoretical 
models and experiments[6–9]. HASHIMOTO, et al[10], gave 
the governing equations for turbulent flow and considered 
the centrifugal effect in the thrust bearing. KATO, et al[11] 
utilized the equations provided by Hashimoto to derive the 
film pressure distribution and the film torque of disengaged 
wet clutch. YUAN, et al[12], thought that the surface tension 
force was the main reason in retaining the oil film in clutch 
clearances. An equivalent radius assumption was 
introduced to facilitate the inclusion of surface tension 
where the full oil started to shrink due to the centrifugal 
effects. Their prediction model can verify the test result 
quite well. However, errors still remain largely for those 
rotations beyond the peak torque region. 
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YUAN, et al[13], developed a gas-liquid two-phase flow 
model to study the film torque by using the computational 
fluid dynamics software FLUENT, where the volume of 
fluid (VOF) technique proposed by HIRT, et al[14] was used. 
The discrepancy is that the film torque will decrease 
sharply to nearly zero. HU, et al[15] estimated the film area 
by the equivalent circumferences caused by pressure 
difference, film centrifugal force and inertia force. YUAN, 
et al[16] formulated a film torque with a consideration of 
centrifugal force and validated it through test data. The 
result of test is not true, especially at higher rotational 
speeds. 

During the slipping of HVC or engagement of the wet 
clutch, a large amount of heat is generated. To provide 
more effective cooling, many groove patterns are designed 
on the friction facings to facilitate the flow across the 
faces[17–18]. It is difficult to derive mathematical model with 
the consideration of groove effects. The experimental tests 
are effective methods to study the factors of grooves and 
surface tension. HU, et al[19], set up a small experimental 
rig to test a grooved single-plate wet clutch and verify the 
effects of the clearance, rotating speed, groove depth and 
friction material for declining, screw, and radial grooves. 
However, this method cannot be used to predict the film 
torque yet. 

For the consideration of grooves, apart from the 
literatures mentioned above, RAZZAQUE, et al[20], studied 
the groove of friction plates during the engagement period 
and analyzed the torque characteristics. APHALE, et al[21], 
developed a 2D lubrication model and a 3D computational 
fluid dynamics(CFD) model with the consideration of 
grooved plates to evaluate the film torque. However, the 
film torque is quite different between the mathematical 

model and the experimental data. 
From the above review of the previous work, the film 

torque results are quite different from the experimental data 
especially when the friction plate is rotating at high speeds. 
Besides, test results show that the oil temperature has a 
tremendous effect on the film torque. But the influences of 
fluid temperature and viscosity-temperature characteristic 
on fluid torque are not considered in most calculations. 
Therefore, the objective is to introduce this important factor 
into the film torque prediction model for HVC, and validate 
the theory through test data. The mathematical model of 
fluid torque caused by shear stress was derived in 
cylindrical coordinate by taking the viscosity-temperature 
characteristic of the fluid into account. The radial speed 
distribution, tangential speed distribution, pressure 
distribution and theoretical flow rate were solved by 
iterative method. The model of equivalent radius was 
created and fluid torque of friction pairs was calculated. 
The results show that the theoretical data has good 
agreement with the experimental data, which means that 
the film torque can be predicted more accurately by the 
models. 
 
2  Experiment of Fluid Torque and Analysis  
   of the Oil Temperature 
 
2.1  Test rig 

The test rig is shown in Fig. 1, which is used to measure 
the torque, rotating speed, fluid pressure, and temperature 
of the HVC. The test rig is comprised of an inverter-type 
motor, gear case, HVC, eddy current dynamometer, 
torque-speed transducers, thermocouples, pressure gauges, 
and flow meter. 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Test rig of film torque of HVC 

 
The friction plates are driven by the motor, and the 

rotational speed is increased by one stage gear case with the 
speed ratio of 0.5. The separator discs are loaded by the 
eddy current dynamometer which is driven by the shear 
stress of the fluid. The rotational speed and torque may be 
obtained by the torque-speed transducer in different 
conditions by adjusting the control oil. The torque can be 
regarded as the fluid torque caused by shear stress 

approximately. Meanwhile, the flow rate of oil and inlet oil 
temperature can be measured by the flow meter and 
thermocouple respectively. 

The inlet lubricant oil is pumped by the motor through a 
flow meter. One thermocouple monitors the oil temperature 
as it enters the clutch. Six thermocouples, which are evenly 
distributed along the axial direction of the outlet, are used 
to measure the oil temperature when it is ejected from the 
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outer radius. 
The geometric parameters are listed in Table 1. The 

properties of fluid, 15W-40, are listed in Table 2.  
 

Table 1.  Geometric parameters of friction pair 

Geometric parameter Value 
Outer diameter R2mm 123 
Inner diameter R1mm 86 
Rotation of friction plates ω1(r • min–1) 0–4 200 
Rotation of separator discs ω2(r • min–1) 0–ω1 
Oil film thickness hmm 0.1–0.3 
Number of friction pairs N 24 

 

Table 2.  Properties of oil 

Oil properties Value 
Flow rate q(L • min–1) 20–60 
Density ρ(kg • m–3) 886 

Pressure of inlet p0MPa 0.3 
Temperature of inlet tin℃ 25–75 

 

2.2  Analysis and fitting of the outlet oil temperature 
The average value of the data from the six 

thermocouples can be considered as outlet oil temperature. 
The outlet oil temperature outt were measured at different 
relative rotational speed 1 2ω ω , different oil film 
thickness h, different flow rate of oil q and different inlet 
oil temperature tin. After normalization, the outlet oil 
temperature can be obtained in different conditions. 

In iSIGHT, the relative rotational speed, oil film 
thickness, flow rate of oil and inlet oil temperature were 
considered as variables and outlet oil temperature was 
considered as an output. The main effect of each parameter 
on the outlet oil temperature can be obtained by design of 
experiment technology, which is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Main effect of each parameter on outlet oil temperature 

 
As may be seen, the outlet oil temperature increases 

monotonously with increasing relative rotational speed and 
inlet oil temperature. Meanwhile, the inlet oil temperature 
has a greater influence on outlet oil temperature. The outlet 
oil temperature has an inverse relationship with the oil film 
thickness and flow rate. 

The experiment data can be fitted by the response 

surface method. By error analysis, the quartic response 
surface fitting has higher accuracy. The approximate 
expression of outlet oil temperature is shown as follows: 
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3  Mathematical Model 

 
The single friction pair is simplified at the fluid 

transmission stage of the HVC. Cylindrical coordinate is 
used to describe the principle of film torque, as shown in 
Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Schematic model of film torque in cylinder coordinates 

r, z, θ —Radial, axial and tangential coordinate 
vr, vz, vθ —Radial, axial and tangential velocity component 
PR1, PR2—Inlet pressure and outlet pressure 

 
The following assumptions are made to simplify the 

model: 1) the fluid is an incompressible Newtonian fluid, 
so that the density ρ is constant; 2) the lubricant flow is 
laminar between the friction plate and separator disc 
(Reynolds number Re is 130, which is less than the 
threshold); 3) the flow is axisymmetric, 

/ 0, , ,iv i r zθ θ    ; 4) the fluid speed is time-invariant, 
/ 0, , ,iv t i r zθ    ; 5) the lubricant oil is no sliding on 

the face of the friction plate; 6) the gravity force is 
neglected, namely rF = Fθ = zF =0; 7) the axial velocity is 
also neglected, 0zv  ; 8) the friction plate is non-grooved; 
9) the pressure gradient along the axial direction is zero, 

/ 0p z   ; 10) the velocity gradient in the axial direction 
is greater than that of the radial direction, 

/ /v z v rθ θ    ， 2 2 2 2 2/ / /v z v z r v rθ θ θ        ，

/ /r rv z v r    ， 2 2 2 2 2/ / /r r rv z v z r v r        ； 
With the hypothesis above, the Navier-Stokes equations 

can be written as Eq. (2): 
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where p is the oil film pressure, out( )tµ  is the dynamic 
viscosity of fluid. 

The fluid continuity equation can also be simplified as 
 

0r rv v
r r


 


.                (3) 

 
To account for the fluid viscosity variation with 

temperature, the formula of the viscosity-temperature 
characteristic is given as follows: 

 

out 2
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The boundary conditions are as follows:  
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Eq. (2) can be expressed as an ordinary differential 

equation shown in Eq. (6): 
 

2
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         (6) 

 
Eq. (6) is a set of non-homogeneous ordinary differential 

equations. As left term of the equations has nonlinear 
expressions, an accurate analytical solution of the equations 
cannot be obtained. Therefore the equations were solved by 
using an iterative method. Firstly, the homogeneous 
equations can be derived and solved by neglecting the 
inertial expression. The analytical solutions of rv  and 
vθ can then be solved. Secondly, the approximate analytical 
solution of vr, vθ, p and q can be acquired by using the 
results from the first step. 

The homogeneous equations are as follows: 
 

2
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              (7) 

 
By integration, the analytical solutions of rv  and 

vθ can be obtained from the boundary conditions: 
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2 ( ) dr
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   ,             (8) 
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The theoretical flow rate qi can be determined by 
integrating the radial velocity over the surface area: 

 

0
2 d

h

i rq r v zπ   ,               (10) 

 
where iq  is the flow rate that fill each clearance of 
friction pair. 

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (10), we get, 
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After substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (8), then rv  can be 

rewritten as 
 

3
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  .              (12) 

 
Thus, the tangential velocity can be obtained as follows: 
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Note that in Eq. (13), the tangential velocity is affected 

by the rotation of the friction plates, the rotation of the 
separator discs, and the inlet flow rate. The tangential 
velocity is composed of two parts. The first part is caused 
by flow inertia. The second part can be approximated as 
Couette flow. The velocity increases with the radius of the 
friction plate. 

The radial velocity can be got as follows: 
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The theoretical flow rate can be obtained by integrating 

the radial velocity: 
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Thus, we get the following: 
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Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (14), the radial velocity 
can be rewritten as 

 
2

2
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Shown in Eq. (17), it is clear that the radial velocity is 

mainly affected by the rotation of the friction plates and 
separator discs, and the inlet flow rate. The expression for 
radial velocity can be divided into three parts. The first part 
is caused by the steady pressure difference between the inlet 
and outlet. The radial speed decreases with increasing radius, 
which shows a quadratic parabola and can be approximated 
as Poiseuille flow. The second part is caused by the inertia 
force, which is less than the other terms when the flow rate is 
low. The third part is the flow caused by the centrifugal force 
since the radial speed increases with the rotating speed.  

Under specific boundary conditions, the pressure of the 
outer radius 

2Rp  is zero. The pressure distribution of the 
oil film can be obtained by the integration of Eq. (16) along 
the radial direction: 

2
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In Eq. (18), the pressure is also mainly determined by the 

inlet flow rate and the rotating speed of friction pairs, and it 
also consists of three terms, namely the pressure difference, 
and the force of inertial and the centrifugal force. The first 
term makes the pressure positive and decreases in the radial 
direction from the inner radius to the outer radius. The 
second part can also be neglected. The third makes the 
pressure negative, and is versus to the first term in radial 
direction. 

Substituting the pressure boundary 
1 0Rp p  into Eq. 

(18), the fluid pressure can be expressed as 
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Solving Eq. (19), the flow rate between friction plate and 

separator disc is
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       (20) 

 
The theoretical flow rate in Eq. (20), which can keep full 

oil film between the plate and disc, is proportional to the 
rotating speed of the friction plate. But in engineering 
applications, the feeding flow rate is usually constant. 
When the rotating speed is low, the centrifugal force and 
radial velocity are small. Meanwhile, the outlet pressure of 
friction pairs is positive. The feeding flow rate is greater 
than the theoretical, which indicates that the clearance is 
filled with oil. However, when the speed reaches a certain 
value, the centrifugal force becomes dominant and drives 
the fluid outward. As a result, the pressure becomes 
negative, which means the feeding flow rate is less than 
needed. Consequently, the film starts to shrink and a partial 
oil film occurs. 

In order to predict the film torque by shear stress of HVC 
when the oil film starts to shrink at high-speed, an 
equivalent radius assumption is used. The outer radius of 
the hypothesized film is shown in Fig. 4. The film torque is 
only generated by the film area. Thus, 
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if iq q , then 
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Fig. 4.  Schematic of partial oil film  

with equivalent radius 
(R0 is equivalent radius) 

 
Solving Eq. (21), the film equivalent radius is 
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0 2 11
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q qR R R
q q

       
.          (22) 

 
The film shear torque is calculated according to the 

schematic model shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.  Schematic of film torque model 

 
The film shear stresses of friction plates and separator 

discs are calculated according to the Newton inner friction 
law. 

The friction plates: 
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The separator discs: 
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where 1θτ , 2θτ  are the film shear stresses of friction plates 
and separator discs. 

Integrating from inner radius R1 to outer radius R0 of the 
oil film in radial direction, the film torques of friction 
plates and separator discs are shown as follows. 

The friction plates: 
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The separator discs: 
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where 1T , 2T are the film torques of friction plates and 
separator discs. 

As shown in Eq. (25) and Eq. (26), it is clear that the 
film torques of the friction plates and separator discs 
comprise two parts. The first part is the loss of torque 
resulting from the flow inertia, which has little influence on 
the total torque. The second part is the oil film shear torque 
generated by the relative rotation between the friction 
plates and separator discs, which plays an important role in 

the total torques of friction pairs. Meanwhile, from Eq. (25) 
and Eq. (26), the film torques of the friction plates and 
separator discs are unequal. The difference is 

1 2T T T   , which may be ignored because it is very 
small. 

 
4  Film Torque Model Validation 

 
The mathematical film torque model is validated based 

on experimental data. The output rotation speed is 0r/min. 
The film thickness is 0.3 mm. The inlet oil temperature is 
30 ℃ and the flow rate is 20 Lmin. The parameters of 
the friction pairs and lubricant oil are listed in Table 1 and 
Table 2 respectively. 

Fig. 6–Fig. 8 illustrate the radial speed distribution 
caused by the pressure difference, the force of inertia and 
the centrifugal force, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the total 
radial speed distribution when input rotation speed is 2.5 
krmin. As shown, the radial speed distribution caused by 
pressure the difference decreases in the radial direction, 
which is similar to a parabola in the axial direction. The 
radial speed distribution caused by the centrifugal force 
will change from negative to positive in axial direction, 
where the parabolic profile can also be observed. The 
absolute value of the radial speed caused by the centrifugal 
force will increase in radial direction. The pressure 
difference has a dominant effect on the radial speed, while 
the centrifugal force effect is less. The force of inertia can 
be neglected. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Radial speed distribution caused  

by pressure difference 
 

 

Fig. 7.  Radial speed distribution caused by inertia 
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Fig. 8.  Radial speed distribution caused 

 by centrifugal force 
 

 
Fig. 9.  Speed distribution in radial direction 

 
Fig. 10–Fig. 11 show the tangential speed distribution 

caused by flow inertia and the relative rotation of friction 
pairs. Fig. 12 shows the total tangential speed distribution 
when the input rotation speed is 2.5 krmin. Obviously, the 
tangential speed distribution caused by the flow inertia 
increases in the radial direction, and is similar to a parabola 
in the axial direction. But its contribution is very small that 
it may be ignored. Besides, the tangential speed distribution 
caused by the relative rotation of friction plates and 
separator discs increases in both the radial and axial 
directions.  

 

 
Fig. 10.  Tangential speed distribution caused  

by the flow inertia 
 

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the pressure distribution when 
the input rotation speeds are 2.0 krmin and 2.4 krmin 

respectively. The pressure caused by the force of inertia can 
be neglected. The pressure, which is caused by the pressure 
difference, is positive, and decreases as the fluid 
approaches the outer radius. However, the pressure caused 
by centrifugal force become negative, and increases as the 
fluid moves outward. The pressure difference is the main 
factor of pressure at the speed of 2.0 krmin, while the 
centrifugal force contributes more at 2.4 krmin. Note that 
the total pressure is negative at the outer radius at 2.4 
krmin. 

 

 
Fig. 11.  Tangential speed distribution caused 

 by relative rotation 
 

 
Fig. 12.  Tangential speed distribution 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Pressure distribution at 2.0k r/min 

 
Fig. 15 shows the theoretical flow rate that is needed to 
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maintain a full oil film in the friction pairs, which increases 
as the rotating speed increases. When the rotating speed 
reaches 2.4 krmin, the inlet flow, which is constant, is 
lower than the theoretical flow rate. The film begins to 
shrink, as shown in Fig. 4. The negative pressure is also 
verified at the outlet, as shown in Fig. 14. 

 

 
Fig. 14.  Pressure distribution at 2.4k r/min 

 

 
Fig. 15.  Theoretical flow and inlet flow of HVC 

 
The outer radius of the oil film predicted by the model 

with respect to the rotational speed of the friction plate is 
shown in Fig. 16. A full oil film between the plate and the 
disc exists until the speed reaches 2.4 krmin, where the 
outer radius starts to drop sharply.  

 
Fig. 16.  Prediction of oil film outer radius 

 
In the same condition, which is mentioned in the 

mathematical model, the fluid torque can be obtained by a 

torque-speed transducer at different rotating speeds in the 
test rig. Fig. 17 is the comparison of film torque between 
the theoretical model and test data, which shows that the 
prediction agrees with the test results fairly well in the 
whole range of clutch speed. The conclusions are as 
follows: as the increasing of relative rotational speed, the 
film torque increases monotonically but the trend is not 
linear. The reason is that the oil viscosity decreases 
because the temperature goes up as the rotating speed 
increases. When the rotating speed is 2.4 krmin, the film 
torque reaches its peak and then begins to decrease sharply. 
An explanation of this phenomenon is insufficient flow in 
shrinking film area of the friction pair. The film outer 
radius has tremendous effect on the film torque. The 
theoretical data has perfect agreement with experimental 
data, which means that the torque model can predict the 
film torque correctly.  

 
Fig. 17.  Comparison of film torque between model  

prediction and test data 
 
 

5  Conclusions 
 

Based on the Navier-Stokes equations and the continuity 
equation, a mathematical model of fluid torque caused by 
shear stress is proposed in cylindrical coordinate by taking 
the viscosity-temperature characteristic of fluid into 
account. After solution by iterative method, the radial speed 
distribution, tangential speed distribution, pressure 
distribution and theoretical flow rate are determined and 
analyzed. The model of film equivalent radius is introduced 
and the fluid torque by shear stress is calculated. The 
conclusions are as follows: 

(1) Based on the experimental research and Navier- 
Stokes equations, taking the viscosity-temperature 
characteristic of the fluid into account, the film torque 
caused by shear stress may be predicted correctly by the 
equivalent radius model and mathematical model which is 
solved by iterative method. The theoretical result has good 
agreement with experimental data. 

(2) When the rotating speed is low, the radial speed 
distribution and pressure distribution are dominated by the 
pressure difference. The clearance is filled and the film 
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torque increases with rotating speed. However, when the 
rotating speed reaches a certain value, the centrifugal force 
plays an important role in the speed and pressure 
distribution. The pressure is negative at the outer radius and 
the feeding flow rate is less than theoretical, so the film 
starts to shrink which make the film torque decrease 
sharply.  
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